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Problems
1.The publication system is broken : SAGE, ELSEVIER, 

SPRINGER…
2.There is a new threat : Academia.edu and ResearchGate : 

remember MENDELEY (bought by Elsevier)
3.DH wants to spread into the whole humanists community (not 

only DH’ers)
4.If young DH’ers want to get a position, we need to offer them 

recognition and value in order to avoid them to be marginalized
5.Visibility of humanists publications is too small, we need to 

improve it



Opportunity #1
- We need a common online agenda :

● Covering all the humanities and social sciences (not only a « DH » 
agenda that would be isolated from the rest of the community)

● Including a DARIAH Tag
● provide an API to feed DARIAH.eu but also a lot of other websites, 

such as DARIAH-FR, DARIAH-NL, DARIAH-CH and other websites 
etc.

● With a multilingual interface
● Handling language diversity for the events
● With a critical mass of contents and visibility
● With a clear commitment for the long term

- Public initiative
- Steering committee that could invite DARIAH members
- 23 000 events
- DARIAH Tag
- Multilingual



Opportunity #2
- We need blogging platforms open to the diversity of languages. These 

platforms will provide
● Features adapted to academic usages (footnotes, Zotero, etc.) 
● A workflow allowing selection and quality control by language-based 

academic committees
● The capacity for DARIAH to « tag » some blogs or post as « quality 

blogs » and « quality posts »
● Covering all the humanities and social sciences (not only a « DH » 

platform that would be isolated from the rest of the community)
● With a critical mass of contents and visibility
● With a clear commitment for the long term

- Steering committee that could invite DARIAH members
- 680 blogs
- De.hypotheses for german is a success



Opportunity #3



Opportunity #4
- Address the « evaluation gap » in DH projects and the specific timeline 

of DH projects



Opportunity #5



Next steps ?!
1.Use Dariah website to promote useful already existing services
2.Experiment a HAL Collection for DARIAH Working papers
3.Help people use Calenda for their DARIAH events
4.Promote academic blogging as a new and innovative form of 
publication and recommend Hypotheses
5.National DARIAH partners could be contact points (people!) for 
scholarly bloggers
6.Consider DH Commons as a DARIAH initiative
7.Consider to imitate Opquast to build a lively Dariah White Book
8.Address the « recognition gap » by creating certification and 
visibility to good DH contents (SEAL, prize, label, … ?)
9.Promote open licences, like Creative Commons
10.Enhance these platforms with RDF-A (not only API)
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